This paper presents a new energy management system based on equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) for hybrid electric vehicles. The aim is to enhance fuel economy and impose state of charge (SoC) charge-sustainability. First, the relationship between the equivalent factor (EF) of ECMS and the co-state of pontryagin's minimum principle (PMP) is derived. Second, a new method of implementing the adaptation law using fuzzy proportional plus integral (PI) controller is developed to adjust EF for ECMS in real-time. This adaptation law is more robust than one with constant EF due to the variation of EF as well as driving cycle. Finally, simulations for two driving cycles using ECMS are conducted as opposed to the commonly used rule-based (RB) control strategy, indicating that the proposed adaptation law can provide a promising blend in terms of fuel economy and charge-sustainability. The results confirm that ECMS with Fuzzy PI adaptation law is more robust than ECMS with constant EF as well as PI adaptation law and it achieves significant improvements compared with RB in terms of fuel economy, which is enhanced by 4.44% and 14.7% for china city bus cycle and economic commission of Europe (ECE) cycle, respectively. Abstract: This paper presents a new energy management system based on equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) for hybrid electric vehicles. The aim is to enhance fuel economy and impose state of charge (SoC) charge-sustainability. First, the relationship between the equivalent factor (EF) of ECMS and the co-state of pontryagin's minimum principle (PMP) is derived. Second, a new method of implementing the adaptation law using fuzzy proportional plus integral (PI) controller is developed to adjust EF for ECMS in real-time. This adaptation law is more robust than one with constant EF due to the variation of EF as well as driving cycle. Finally, simulations for two driving cycles using ECMS are conducted as opposed to the commonly used rule-based (RB) control strategy, indicating that the proposed adaptation law can provide a promising blend in terms of fuel economy and charge-sustainability. The results confirm that ECMS with Fuzzy PI adaptation law is more robust than ECMS with constant EF as well as PI adaptation law and it achieves significant improvements compared with RB in terms of fuel economy, which is enhanced by 4.44% and 14.7% for china city bus cycle and economic commission of Europe (ECE) cycle, respectively.
Introduction
The term hybrid powertrain generally refers to vehicles equipped with an electric motor and an internal combustion engine. Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) offer more viable options compared to conventional vehicles in terms of emissions and fuel economy, attracting more attention recently. Energy management is a key problem in HEVs with a goal of determining an optimal power-split between the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the electric motor, given the total power demand. This topic has been extensively researched in published literature [1] [2] [3] .
Numerous optimization approaches have been proposed for HEVs to optimize fuel economy. Dynamic programming (DP) is considered to be a global optimization method to obtain optimal results for a given driving cycle and it has been previously investigated [4, 5] . However, DP cannot be implemented directly on a real vehicle because it is impossible to know the specific driving conditions in advance (e.g., speed, road slope, etc.). To address this problem, a stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) algorithm is proposed by establishing a driver power demand sequence over different driving cycles based on the Markov chain to obtain a state transfer matrix of the driver's power demand [6, 7] . However, SDP presents computational issues in real-time applications. ECMS as with PI adaptation law, and ECMS with constant EF, are also investigated in terms of SoC chargesustainability and fuel economy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system configuration and vehicle models are presented in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the energy management problem of HEVs. Section 4 proposes real-time energy management for parallel hybrid electric vehicle using a fuzzy PI controller to tune the EF applied to ECMS. In Section 5, simulation results for two driving cycles are presented and analyzed comprehensively, while conclusions are presented in Section 6.
System Configuration and Vehicle Modeling

System Configuration
A single-shaft parallel hybrid electric vehicle is used in this study, as shown in Figure 1 . The system is composed of an engine, an automatic clutch, an electrical machine, an automated mechanical transmission (AMT), and other components. The system is simple without explicit torque couple devices, having the capability to provide six modes including motor-only, engine-only, hybrid mode, recharging mode in a driving condition, regenerative braking in hybrid mode, and regenerative braking by the motor. 
Vehicle Modeling
Engine Model
To reduce the computational burden, the engine model can be established by a look-up table based on experimental data, which can be obtained by a bench test. The engine fuel map is shown in Figure 2 . The fuel rate is a function of the engine speed and throttle. The engine maximum torque curve is presented in Figure 3 . The fuel rate can be described by Equation (1) and the engine torque is formulated by Equation (2) 
where is the engine fuel rate, is the engine speed, α is the throttle opening of engine, is the engine torque before adding a first-order inertial link, and ( ) is the engine maximum torque at the current speed. 
Vehicle Modeling
Engine Model
To reduce the computational burden, the engine model can be established by a look-up table based on experimental data, which can be obtained by a bench test. The engine fuel map is shown in Figure 2 . The fuel rate is a function of the engine speed and throttle. The engine maximum torque curve is presented in Figure 3 . The fuel rate can be described by Equation (1) and the engine torque is formulated by Equation (2) . m f = f (n e , α)
T e = αT emax (n e )
where . m f is the engine fuel rate, n e is the engine speed, α is the throttle opening of engine, T e is the engine torque before adding a first-order inertial link, and T emax (n e ) is the engine maximum torque at the current speed. In addition, to simulate the dynamic process of the engine, a first-order inertial link is added to the output torque of engine as shown in Equation ( 
where is the coefficient for torque response and is the actual engine torque after adding a first-order inertial link.
Considering the engine inertia, the engine speed can be calculated by Equation (4) e e ICE c J w
where is the engine inertia, is the engine angular speed, and is the transmitted torque of the clutch.
Electrical Machine Model
Considering the efficiency and torque of the motor, the motor model is established by experimental data. The motor efficiency map is presented in Figure 4 . The motor efficiency can be written as Equation (5), which is a function of speed and torque. The maximum and minimum torque is a function of speed as shown in Equations (6) and (7) . The relationship between the actual motor torque and the required torque is described as Equation (8) . The dynamic response of the torque is considered by adding a first-order inertial link as shown in Equation (9) In addition, to simulate the dynamic process of the engine, a first-order inertial link is added to the output torque of engine as shown in Equation ( 
Considering the efficiency and torque of the motor, the motor model is established by experimental data. The motor efficiency map is presented in Figure 4 . The motor efficiency can be written as Equation (5), which is a function of speed and torque. The maximum and minimum torque is a function of speed as shown in Equations (6) and (7) . The relationship between the actual motor torque and the required torque is described as Equation (8) . The dynamic response of the torque is considered by adding a first-order inertial link as shown in Equation (9) In addition, to simulate the dynamic process of the engine, a first-order inertial link is added to the output torque of engine as shown in Equation (3) 
where is the output torque of the motor, is the coefficient for the torque response, _ is the required torque of the motor (Nm), _ ( ) is the maximum output torque of the motor at the current speed when the battery is discharging, _ ( ) is the maximum output torque of the motor at the current speed when the battery is charging, and , are the efficiency functions. In addition, the battery power is given by Equation ( 
where is the actual motor torque after adding a first-order inertial link, m n is the motor speed, m η is the motor efficiency, and b P is the required battery power. 
Clutch Model
The clutch is used to transmit the torque to the driveline and to reduce the shock. To determine the relationship between output torque and input torque of the clutch as well as the corresponding speed, two conditions are included, as described below. Additionally, the clutch engagement is regarded to be rigidly connected since the dynamic process of the mode switch is not considered.
(1) When the clutch is engaged or disengaged, the clutch model can be represented as Equations (11) and ( 
(1) When the clutch is engaged or disengaged, the clutch model can be represented as Equations (11) and (12)
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where T c represents the clutch transmitted torque, T e is the engine torque (Nm), η c is the clutch efficiency, w e is the engine angular velocity(rad/s), and w c is the clutch output angular velocity (rad/s). Clutch_cmd = 1 denotes that the clutch is engaged while Clutch_cmd = 0 denotes that the clutch is disengaged. (2) When the clutch is slipped, the input shaft speed of the clutch can be formulated by Equation (14) . The transmitted torque is a function of the displacement of the clutch as shown in Equation (13) [26] . In this state, the input shaft speed of clutch is calculated by Equation (14)
where d c is the displacement of clutch, T c is the transmitted torque by the clutch, w 0 is the engine angular speed at instant t 0 , w e is the engine angular speed at instant t, T e is the engine torque, and J e is the engine rotation inertia.
Battery Model
The battery model is a complicated nonlinear system, which is influenced by many factors, such as temperature, internal resistance, state of charge (SoC), and voltage, and thus it is difficult to establish a precise battery model. Some models have previously been proposed that has used some simplifications, such as Rint model, RC model, Thevenin Model, and PNGV Model [27] . The Rint model is basic and it is commonly used for energy management, which is adopted in this paper. It is assumed that the model shown in Figure 5 is equivalent to a cascade system of an ideal voltage source and a resistance. Normally, the resistance and open circuit voltage are a function of SoC, which can be represented as Equations (16) and (17) . 
where represents the clutch transmitted torque, is the engine torque (Nm), is the clutch efficiency, is the engine angular velocity(rad/s), and is the clutch output angular velocity (rad/s). ℎ_ = 1 denotes that the clutch is engaged while ℎ_ = 0 denotes that the clutch is disengaged.
(2) When the clutch is slipped, the input shaft speed of the clutch can be formulated by Equation (14) . The transmitted torque is a function of the displacement of the clutch as shown in Equation (13) [26] . In this state, the input shaft speed of clutch is calculated by Equation (14)
where is the displacement of clutch, is the transmitted torque by the clutch, is the engine angular speed at instant , is the engine angular speed at instant , is the engine torque, and is the engine rotation inertia.
The battery model is a complicated nonlinear system, which is influenced by many factors, such as temperature, internal resistance, State of Charge (SoC), and voltage, and thus it is difficult to establish a precise battery model. Some models have previously been proposed that has used some simplifications, such as Rint model, RC model, Thevenin Model, and PNGV Model [27] . The Rint model is basic and it is commonly used for energy management, which is adopted in this paper. It is assumed that the model shown in Figure 5 is equivalent to a cascade system of an ideal voltage source and a resistance. Normally, the resistance and open circuit voltage are a function of SoC, which can be represented as Equations (16) and (17) . 
where N is the number of cells, The SoC is an important parameter for energy management and it can be calculated using Equation (18) [28] 
2R in Q max (18) where Q max is the maximum charging capability, T m is the motor torque, and w m is the motor speed. Equation (18) can be rewritten in discretization form, as shown in Equation (19) , to calculate the SoC at instant k
where SoC (k) is the SoC value at instant k and SoC (t 0 ) is the SoC value at instant t 0 . In addition, the battery mainly operates in a narrow range between 0.5 and 0.7 for charge-sustaining HEVs; therefore, the resistance and open circuit voltage may not vary substantially as shown in Figure 6 . Based on this fact, the resistance and open circuit voltage are considered to be constant and independent of the battery SoC. The SoC is an important parameter for energy management and it can be calculated using Equation (18) [28] 
where is the maximum charging capability, is the motor torque, and is the motor speed. Equation (18) can be rewritten in discretization form, as shown in Equation (19) , to calculate the SoC at instant
where ( ) is the SoC value at instant and ( ) is the SoC value at instant .
In addition, the battery mainly operates in a narrow range between 0.5 and 0.7 for chargesustaining HEVs; therefore, the resistance and open circuit voltage may not vary substantially as shown in Figure 6 . Based on this fact, the resistance and open circuit voltage are considered to be constant and independent of the battery SoC. 
Transmission Model
In this paper, the model of the gearbox and the main retarder are included. The aim of establishing the model is to determine the relationship between the output and input torque as well as the corresponding speed by taking the efficiency and the ratio of the driveline into consideration. In addition, the following assumptions were made to simplify the transmission model:
(1) Each rotating component in the drivetrain system is considered to be rigid and is presented as a concentrated mass. (2) Torsional and lateral vibrations of each rotating component are ignored.
Normally, the transmission model can be formulated using Equations (20) and (21) when the gear is completely engaged
where is the torque of the transmission input shaft (Nm), is the transmission output shaft torque (Nm), is the angular velocity of the transmission input shaft (rad/s), is velocity of the transmission output shaft (rad/s), is the transmission efficiency, is the gear ratio of each transmission gear, and is the number of the current gear. 
where T in is the torque of the transmission input shaft (Nm), T out is the transmission output shaft torque (Nm), w in is the angular velocity of the transmission input shaft (rad/s), w out is velocity of the transmission output shaft (rad/s), η G is the transmission efficiency, i g is the gear ratio of each transmission gear, and G cu is the number of the current gear. When the gear is in the neutral position, it is disengaged. The input shaft speed of transmission can be determined by Equation (22) . In addition, the output shaft torque is equal to zero, as shown in Equation (23) 
where J in is the input shaft equivalent inertia of transmission and w 0,in is the angular speed of the input shaft at instant t 0 . Due to the fixed gear ratio of the main retarder, the model can be formulated using Equations (24) and (25) by taking the efficiency and the gear ratio into consideration
where T f is the output torque of the main retarder, η FD is the efficiency of the main retarder, i FD is the gear ratio of the main retarder, and w f is the output angular speed of the main retarder.
Vehicle Dynamic Model
It is assumed that vehicle operates on a flat road; therefore, only longitudinal dynamics are considered. Lateral dynamics and handing stability are neglected. The longitudinal dynamic model for the vehicle is given by Equations (26)- (28) , which are used to calculate velocity.
The vehicle drive force is shown in Equation (26)
where F w is the drive force, F a is the air resistance, F r is the roll resistance, and F i is the acceleration resistance. The air resistance is a function of velocity, as shown in Equation (27)
.15 (27) where c d is the air resistance coefficient, A f is the frontal area, and ν a is the vehicle velocity. Thus, the longitudinal dynamic model can be rewritten as Equation (28) T
where m ν is the complete vehicle curb mass, δ is the correction coefficient of the rotating mass, f is the rolling resistance coefficient, r w is the radius of the wheel, and T w is the drive torque. The relationship between the output angular speed of transmission and the velocity is given as Equation (29) w out = νi 0 3.6 · r w (29) where w out is the output angular speed of transmission and i 0 is the gear ratio of the main retarder.
Driver Model
To track the velocity of the driving cycle, the driver model is adopted to determine the values of acceleration and deceleration in the forward simulation. The proportion integral derivative (PID) Energies 2016, 9, 919 9 of 26 driver model formulated in Equations (30) and (31) is commonly used. The structure of the PID driver model is shown in Figure 7 .
where u PID ∈ [−1 1], with u PID < 0 representing the driver braking and u PID > 0 representing the driver accelerating. K p , K i , K d are the proportional, integral, derivative coefficients of the PID driver model, respectively, which are determined by trial and error. v dem is the demand velocity and v act is the actual velocity. 
where PID u ∈ [−1 1], with PID u < 0 representing the driver braking and PID u > 0 representing the driver accelerating.
K are the proportional, integral, derivative coefficients of the PID driver model, respectively, which are determined by trial and error. is the demand velocity and is the actual velocity.
Problem Statement
The goal of HEVs energy management is to distribute the power between the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the electrical machine (EM), given the driver's total power demand, while aiming to minimize fuel consumption. The energy management of HEVs is commonly regarded as an optimal control problem, aiming to find an optimal power split between the engine and the motor under various soft and hard constraints. Note that the power distribution is converted into the torque split due to the system configuration in this paper.
The cost function can be written as Equation (32), which is an optimization objective for the energy management problem in HEVs. The first term is fuel consumption and the second term is used to attain SoC charge-sustainability 
J SoC t L u t dt SoC t SoC
where ( ( )) is the cost function from to , is the control input, such as engine torque and motor torque, is the penalty coefficient, ( ) is the current SoC at instant , and is the reference SoC.
ECMS, as a real-time optimization method, aims at minimizing instantaneous fuel consumption by converting the electrical power into the equivalent fuel consumption to obtain the optimal solution. Thus, the equivalent factor (EF) is needed to convert the motor power into equivalent fuel consumption. The challenge in implementing ECMS is that the optimal solution is sensitive to the EF, which can be appropriately determined only if the whole driving cycle is known; however, this is impossible under real conditions. Thus, it is necessary to adjust the EF online. The basic principle of ECMS is illustrated as follows.
The instantaneous fuel consumption of ECMS is given in Equation (34) 
P u t t m u t t m u t t m u t t m u t t s t H
= + = +     (34)
Problem Statement
The cost function can be written as Equation (32), which is an optimization objective for the energy management problem in HEVs. The first term is fuel consumption and the second term is used to attain SoC charge-sustainability
where J (SoC (t)) is the cost function from t 0 to t, u is the control input, such as engine torque and motor torque, β is the penalty coefficient, SoC (t) is the current SoC at instant t, and SoC r is the reference SoC. ECMS, as a real-time optimization method, aims at minimizing instantaneous fuel consumption by converting the electrical power into the equivalent fuel consumption to obtain the optimal solution. Thus, the equivalent factor (EF) is needed to convert the motor power into equivalent fuel consumption. The challenge in implementing ECMS is that the optimal solution is sensitive to the EF, which can be appropriately determined only if the whole driving cycle is known; however, this is impossible under real conditions. Thus, it is necessary to adjust the EF online. The basic principle of ECMS is illustrated as follows.
The instantaneous fuel consumption of ECMS is given in Equation (34)
.
where
m e (u (t) , t) is the equivalent fuel by converting the motor power into fuel consumption (kg/s), s(t) is the equivalent factor (EF), P m (u (t) , t) is the motor power (kW), and H LHV is the fuel lower heating value (kJ/kg). The optimal solution should be subjected to the constraint conditions shown as Equation (35) T
where T opt e and T opt m are the optimal engine and motor torques, respectively, T dem (t) is total torque demand(Nm), T e (t) is the engine torque, T m (t) is the motor torque, T m_max (w (t)) is the motor maximum torque, T m_min (w e (t)) is the motor minimum torque, T e_max (w e (t)) is the engine maximum torque, w m (t) is the motor speed, w m_max is the motor maximum speed, w e (t) is the engine speed, w e_min is the engine minimum speed, w e_max is the engine maximum speed, SoC min is the minimum SoC, and SoC max is the maximum SoC.
The aim of the optimal control algorithm is to obtain the ideal power-split and to ensure SoC charge-sustainability over a whole cycle. Figure 8 shows the SoC trajectory for charge-sustaining HEVs. 
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where and are the optimal engine and motor torques, respectively, ( ) is total torque demand(Nm), ( ) is the engine torque, ( ) is the motor torque, is the engine maximum speed, is the minimum SoC, and is the maximum SoC. The aim of the optimal control algorithm is to obtain the ideal power-split and to ensure SoC charge-sustainability over a whole cycle. Figure 8 shows the SoC trajectory for charge-sustaining HEVs. From the above analysis, we can see that the key problem is how to adjust the EF to ensure optimal performance of ECMS.
The Proposed Energy Management of HEVs
Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS)
To improve the optimal performance of ECMS, the principle used to adjust the EF is derived as follows. It is well known that pontryagin's minimum principle (PMP) can give a better understanding of the ECMS to determine the optimal EF. The Hamiltonian function for the cost objective is expressed as Equation (36) 
H u t SoC t t t m u t t t SoC t
where ( ) t λ is the co-state, according to the principle of PMP, and the co-state dynamic equation can be given as Equation (37) [29] .
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According to the Equation (18), we can derive Equation (38) since the battery mainly operates in a narrow range for charge-sustaining HEVs, e.g., from 0.5 to 0.7 [30] , and the voltage and resistance remain constant, as explained in Section 2. From the above analysis, we can see that the key problem is how to adjust the EF to ensure optimal performance of ECMS.
The Proposed Energy Management of HEVs
Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS)
To improve the optimal performance of ECMS, the principle used to adjust the EF is derived as follows. It is well known that pontryagin's minimum principle (PMP) can give a better understanding of the ECMS to determine the optimal EF. The Hamiltonian function for the cost objective is expressed as Equation (36) H
where λ(t) is the co-state, according to the principle of PMP, and the co-state dynamic equation can be given as Equation (37) [29] .
According to the Equation (18), we can derive Equation (38) since the battery mainly operates in a narrow range for charge-sustaining HEVs, e.g., from 0.5 to 0.7 [30] , and the voltage and resistance remain constant, as explained in Section 2. This denotes that λ (t) is constant and the optimal co-state λ * (t) should satisfy the SoC boundary condition as Equation (39) SoC(t f ) = SoC(t 0 )
where t 0 and t f are the start and end times of the driving cycle, respectively. The SoC can be expressed as Equation (40).
We can derive Equation (41) by deriving Equation (40).
The battery current can be expressed as Equation (42).
We can substitute Equation (42) into Equation (41) and the Equation (41) can be rewritten as
then the Equation (43) is substituted into Equation (36) and Equation (36) can be rewritten as
By comparing Equation (34) with Equation (44), it was found that
Thus, it may be observed that the challenge in finding the EF depends on the value of the co-state in Equation (45). However, the optimal co-state may vary for different driving cycles and it strongly depends on the future driver's power demand, while satisfying the SoC boundary in Equation (39). Therefore, the optimal value of s(t) depends on the future driver's power demand as well as the current value of SoC.
According to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, we know that the corresponding optimal co-state λ * (t) [12] , is equal to
To impose SoC charge-sustainability, the cost function can be rewritten as
where SoC r is the SoC reference value and SoC r − SoC (t) is the difference between the reference SoC and the actual SoC value. η = η m /η e , where η m is the average motor efficiency and η e is the average engine efficiency. The first term of Equation (47) is the engine fuel consumption, which is independent of the battery SoC. The second term represents the equivalent fuel consumption by converting the motor power and the third term is a penalty function to impose battery charge-sustainability. Thus, we can derive Equation (48) by taking the derivative of Equation (47) with respect to SoC.
Combining Equations (45) and (48), the equivalent factor can be derived as Equation (49).
Equation (49) is composed of two parts. The first term represents the efficiency of the motor and engine while the second term is related to the difference between the reference SoC and the actual SoC. To impose charge-sustainability effectively, we can obtain the law describing how to adjust the EF by replacing Equation (49) with Equation (50)
where s 0 is the initial value (constant) and K p and K i are the proportional and integral coefficients, respectively. When the value of s (t) is determined, ECMS is used to obtain the optimal torque-split as Equation (51) [
where T * e_opt and T * m_opt are the optimal engine torque and motor torque, respectively.
Adjust the Equivalent Factor
As Equation (50) indicates, the key problem is deciding how to adjust the parameters K p and K i of the adaptation law of EF, which is illustrated as follows.
Estimating the EF
To determine the approximate optimal EF in an effective way, an iterative method is adopted to calculate the EF. Thus, we propose the following specific steps. It is noted that this method requires prior knowledge of the driving cycle. In this paper, we use a standard driving cycle for simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. However, since the full driving cycle is not known in real conditions, we can choose the average efficiency (η = η m /η e ) as the initial EF for the adaptation law.
Step 1: Estimate the range of EF and select the initial value as a first try to obtain the SoC trajectory.
Step 2: Discretize the range of EF at a fixed step to obtain a series of EF values.
Step 3: Calculate the SoC trajectory for each EF according to the vehicle model as well as ECMS and obtain the final SoC value.
Step 4: Check the final SoC of each trajectory and select the value of EF that satisfies the boundary condition (Equation (52)). The optimal SoC trajectory is also obtained accordingly
where t 0 and t f are the initial and final times of the driving cycle, respectively. The specific flowchart describing the methods used to determine the initial EF is presented in Figure 9 . It is noted that the boundary condition is not strictly held in some cases due to the choice of the discretization step. In light of this, we need to set up a soft constraint, as illustrated in Equation (53), to determine the EF
where _ is the new final value after correction. Normally, the choice of Δ is related to the driving cycle and discretization step. In this paper, Δ is selected as 0.02. On the other hand, the EF obtained from the iterative method cannot be directly applied in real conditions due to variation in the driving cycle. Hence, it is necessary to adjust the EF online based on the variation of SoC.
Adjust the EF
A PI controller is adopted to adjust the EF of ECMS for plug-in HEVs [14] ; however, the methods used to tune the parameters of the PI controller are not given to impose SoC charge-sustainability for HEVs. Thus, we emphasize the adjustability of EF using a fuzzy PI controller in this section.
To impose charge-sustainability and improve fuel economy, the EF needs to be tuned online. In view of this, a new adaptation law based on a fuzzy PI controller is devised. The error (E) between the SoC reference value and its actual value along with the derivative of this error (CE) are selected as inputs of a fuzzy inference system. We define five linguistic values for inputs and outputs, namely "Large Negative" (NL), "Small Negative" (NS), "Zero" (ZO), "Small Positive" (PS), and "Large Positive" (PL). In addition, different membership functions may produce distinct results. However, we mainly focus on the adjustment of PI parameters instead of optimizing membership function in this paper. Thus, we select the Triangular Membership function that is commonly used [31, 32] . The range of inputs and outputs is determined as (−0.02, 0.02) and (−1.8, 1.8), respectively, after completing the testing. Based on these parameters, a fuzzy logic controller is devised to adjust the values of and dynamically. Based on the new adaptation law, the proposed energy management is illustrated in Figure 10 . As can be seen from Figure 7 , the first step is to derive the EF applied in ECMS from the PMP based on the analysis of the battery SoC operating range, as shown in Section 2. In the next step, the new adaptation law applied in ECMS based on fuzzy PI is proposed to improve robustness. Finally, the optimal power-split can be obtained by ECMS to implement energy management. It is noted that the boundary condition is not strictly held in some cases due to the choice of the discretization step. In light of this, we need to set up a soft constraint, as illustrated in Equation (53), to determine the EF
where SoC new_ f is the new final value after correction. Normally, the choice of ∆SoC is related to the driving cycle and discretization step. In this paper, ∆SoC is selected as 0.02. On the other hand, the EF obtained from the iterative method cannot be directly applied in real conditions due to variation in the driving cycle. Hence, it is necessary to adjust the EF online based on the variation of SoC.
To impose charge-sustainability and improve fuel economy, the EF needs to be tuned online. In view of this, a new adaptation law based on a fuzzy PI controller is devised. The error (E) between the SoC reference value and its actual value along with the derivative of this error (CE) are selected as inputs of a fuzzy inference system. We define five linguistic values for inputs and outputs, namely "Large Negative" (NL), "Small Negative" (NS), "Zero" (ZO), "Small Positive" (PS), and "Large Positive" (PL). In addition, different membership functions may produce distinct results. However, we mainly focus on the adjustment of PI parameters instead of optimizing membership function in this paper. Thus, we select the Triangular Membership function that is commonly used [31, 32] . The range of inputs and outputs is determined as (−0.02, 0.02) and (−1.8, 1.8), respectively, after completing the testing. Based on these parameters, a fuzzy logic controller is devised to adjust the values of K p and K i dynamically. Based on the new adaptation law, the proposed energy management is illustrated in Figure 10 . As can be seen from Figure 10 , the first step is to derive the EF applied in ECMS from the PMP based on the analysis of the battery SoC operating range, as shown in Section 2. In the next step, the new adaptation law applied in ECMS based on fuzzy PI is proposed to improve robustness. Finally, the optimal power-split can be obtained by ECMS to implement energy management. The output of the fuzzy inference system for ∆ and ∆ is shown in Figures 11 and 12 , respectively. The membership functions for the inputs and outputs are shown as Figure 13 . The fuzzy rules of ∆ and ∆ are presented in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The values of and can be expressed as Equations (54) and (55). Figure 10 . The overall structure of the proposed energy management.
The output of the fuzzy inference system for ∆K p and ∆K i is shown in Figures 11 and 12 , respectively. The membership functions for the inputs and outputs are shown as Figure 13 . The fuzzy rules of ∆K p and ∆K i are presented in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The values of K p and K i can be expressed as Equations (54) and (55). Figure 11 . The output of the fuzzy inference system for ∆ . 
Simulation Results and Discussion
SoC Trajectory
To evaluate the performance of the proposed fuzzy PI controller, two strategies, namely ECMS with constant EF and with the fuzzy PI controller, are conducted and compared. Figures 14 and 15 present the SoC trajectory using these two methods for the 2 × CHA (two CHA cycles) and 3 × ECE (three ECE cycles) cycles, respectively. The initial value of SoC is set as 0.6, and the initial values of and are chosen as 5 and 0.5, respectively. Moreover, to make a fair comparison of the optimal ECMS (ECMS-con) and Fuzzy-PI-ECMS, we choose the approximate optimal EF (obtained from the iterative method described in Section 4.2.1) as the initial value for the Fuzzy-PI ECMS. The approximate optimal EF are chosen as 2.58 and 2.555 for 2 × CHA and 3 × ECE, respectively. As for the real condition, we can choose the average efficiency ( = / ) as the initial EF for the fuzzy-PI-ECMS. The average efficiency is not always equal to the optimal EF. To further demonstrate the adaptability of the fuzzy PI for ECMS, deviations (±2% for the 2 × CHA cycle and ±5% for the 3 × ECE cycle) are added to the approximate optimal EF (ECMS-con) for two strategies as well since it is difficult to obtain the exact optimal EF. Normally, the difference between the exact optimal EF and the estimated EF exists. As for ECMS-fuzzy PI, deviations are added to the initial EF. Note that the optimal EF is obtained from the iterative method to satisfy the SoC boundary, as described in [13] . Figure 13 . The membership functions of inputs and outputs.
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Simulation Results and Discussion
SoC Trajectory
To evaluate the performance of the proposed fuzzy PI controller, two strategies, namely ECMS with constant EF and with the fuzzy PI controller, are conducted and compared. Figures 14 and 15 present the SoC trajectory using these two methods for the 2 × CHA (two CHA cycles) and 3 × ECE (three ECE cycles) cycles, respectively. The initial value of SoC is set as 0.6, and the initial values of K p0 and K i0 are chosen as 5 and 0.5, respectively. Moreover, to make a fair comparison of the optimal ECMS (ECMS-con) and Fuzzy-PI-ECMS, we choose the approximate optimal EF (obtained from the iterative method described in Section 4.2.1) as the initial value for the Fuzzy-PI ECMS. The approximate optimal EF are chosen as 2.58 and 2.555 for 2 × CHA and 3 × ECE, respectively. As for the real condition, we can choose the average efficiency (η = η m /η e ) as the initial EF for the fuzzy-PI-ECMS. The average efficiency is not always equal to the optimal EF. To further demonstrate the adaptability of the fuzzy PI for ECMS, deviations (±2% for the 2 × CHA cycle and ±5% for the 3 × ECE cycle) are added to the approximate optimal EF (ECMS-con) for two strategies as well since it is difficult to obtain the exact optimal EF. Normally, the difference between the exact optimal EF and the estimated EF exists. As for ECMS-fuzzy PI, deviations are added to the initial EF. Note that the optimal EF is obtained from the iterative method to satisfy the SoC boundary, as described in [13] . 
Simulation Results and Discussion
SoC Trajectory
To evaluate the performance of the proposed fuzzy PI controller, two strategies, namely ECMS with constant EF and with the fuzzy PI controller, are conducted and compared. Figures 14 and 15 present the SoC trajectory using these two methods for the 2 × CHA (two CHA cycles) and 3 × ECE (three ECE cycles) cycles, respectively. The initial value of SoC is set as 0.6, and the initial values of and are chosen as 5 and 0.5, respectively. Moreover, to make a fair comparison of the optimal ECMS (ECMS-con) and Fuzzy-PI-ECMS, we choose the approximate optimal EF (obtained from the iterative method described in Section 4.2.1) as the initial value for the Fuzzy-PI ECMS. The approximate optimal EF are chosen as 2.58 and 2.555 for 2 × CHA and 3 × ECE, respectively. As for the real condition, we can choose the average efficiency ( = / ) as the initial EF for the fuzzy-PI-ECMS. The average efficiency is not always equal to the optimal EF. To further demonstrate the adaptability of the fuzzy PI for ECMS, deviations (±2% for the 2 × CHA cycle and ±5% for the 3 × ECE cycle) are added to the approximate optimal EF (ECMS-con) for two strategies as well since it is difficult to obtain the exact optimal EF. Normally, the difference between the exact optimal EF and the estimated EF exists. As for ECMS-fuzzy PI, deviations are added to the initial EF. Note that the optimal EF is obtained from the iterative method to satisfy the SoC boundary, as described in [13] . Note: ECMS-con: ECMS with optimal EF; ECMS-con (±2%/±5%): ECMS with EF when deviations are added to the optimal value; ECMS-adjust: ECMS with fuzzy PI controller; ECMS-adjust (±2%/±5%): ECMS with a fuzzy PI controller adjusted with EF when deviations are added to the initial value; CHA: china city bus cycle.
As can be seen in Figures 14 and 15 , the SoC trajectory obtained from the fuzzy PI controller is almost consistent even though different values of EF are selected for the 2 × CHA cycle. However, the trajectories differ substantially when EF is chosen as different value using ECMS with a constant EF. Similarly, the deviation of the SoC trajectory using ECMS with the fuzzy PI controller is smaller than that generated by ECMS with a constant EF for the 3 × ECE cycle. This verifies that the new adaptation law can adjust the EF efficiently and it is more robust for ECMS with a constant EF.
A comparison of SoC deviations for two control strategies is also presented in Figure 16 . The maximum and minimum SoC deviations for the ECMS-Fuzzy-PI are 0.0127 and 0.0003, respectively, while they are 0.0152 and 0.0045, respectively, for ECMS-con. It is found that the same deviation of the equivalent factor leads to a substantial difference. The SoC deviation of ECMS with a fuzzy PI controller is observed to be smaller than that of ECMS with a constant EF. The final SoC value of ECMS with a fuzzy PI controller shows improved convergence to the reference value. This also confirms the capability of the proposed fuzzy PI controller to impose SoC charge-sustainability. Note: ECMS-con: ECMS with optimal EF; ECMS-con (±2%/±5%): ECMS with EF when deviations are added to the optimal value; ECMS-adjust: ECMS with fuzzy PI controller; ECMS-adjust (±2%/±5%): ECMS with a fuzzy PI controller adjusted with EF when deviations are added to the initial value; CHA: china city bus cycle.
Fuel Consumption
A comparison of SoC deviations for two control strategies is also presented in Figure 16 . The maximum and minimum SoC deviations for the ECMS-Fuzzy-PI are 0.0127 and 0.0003, respectively, while they are 0.0152 and 0.0045, respectively, for ECMS-con. It is found that the same deviation of the equivalent factor leads to a substantial difference. The SoC deviation of ECMS with a fuzzy PI controller is observed to be smaller than that of ECMS with a constant EF. The final SoC value of ECMS with a fuzzy PI controller shows improved convergence to the reference value. This also confirms the capability of the proposed fuzzy PI controller to impose SoC charge-sustainability. 
S-adjust(-2%) S-con(-2%) Figure 16 . SoC deviation for two control strategies. Note: ECMS-con: ECMS with optimal EF; ECMS-Fuz-PI: Adaptive ECMS with a fuzzy PI controller.
To assess the performance of the proposed control strategy, the fuel consumption for a hybrid electric bus is calculated by ECMS. The vehicle configuration is shown in Table 3 . In addition, to obtain a fair comparison for different control strategies, we use the SoC compensated fuel consumption, which is calculated by Equations (56) and (57)
where E ∆SoC is the energy produced by the SoC deviation (J), SoC f and SoC 0 are the final and initial values of SoC, respectively, N cell is the number of cells in the battery, Q max is the capacity of the battery (Ah), U ocv_discharge is the cell voltage (V), FC ∆SoC_comp is the SoC compensated fuel consumption (L/100 km), FC is the fuel consumption before compensation (kg), E diesel is the energy content of the diesel fuel (J/kg), η diesel is the efficiency of the conversion from diesel energy to electricity, η ICE is the diesel engine efficiency, η EM is the motor efficiency, ρ diesel is the density of diesel (0.84 kg/L), and d cycle is the distance traveled (m). Table 4 summarizes the fuel consumption as well as the SoC deviation over two driving cycles. As can be seen in Table 4 , the fuel consumptions of ECMS-con and ECMS-Fuzz-PI are 2.818 km/L and 2.824 km/L over a 2 × CHA cycle, respectively, when the optimal value of EF is increased. Similarly, the fuel consumptions are 2.750 km/L and 2.851 km/L for a 3 × ECE cycle, respectively. When the optimal EF is increased, the fuel economies of ECMS-Fuzz-PI are improved by 0.2% and 3.6%, while those of ECMS-con have less substantial improvements. In contrast, the ECMS with constant EF can achieve a better fuel economy if the optimal EF is selected. However, this cannot be guaranteed because of variation of the parameters and the driving cycle. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy, the adaptation law in [18] (A-ECMS) is implemented as well. It can be seen that both ECMS-Fuzz-PI and A-ECMS can adjust the EF efficiently. The only difference is that the adaptive ECMS [18] results in greater fuel consumption than the proposed strategy for the 2 × CHA cycle. The reason may be that A-ECMS only adopts the proportional law and is not as steady as Fuzzy-PI-ECMS for different driving cycles. Thus, the ECMS fuzzy PI can give a better performance in adjusting EF, especially when the EF is not optimal. Another interesting phenomenon is that the fuel consumption using ECMS with fuzzy PI is slightly higher than that with constant EF when the optimal EF decreases. This is because more charging behaviors are performed by the engine to impose charge-sustainability for ECMS-Fuzz-PI while for ECMS-con, the solution is charge-depleting when the EF is smaller than the optimal value. However, the fuel economy does not deteriorate much compared to the optimal fuel consumption. In conclusion, the ECMS-Fuzz-PI provides a promising blend in terms of fuel economy and charge-sustainability. To obtain a fair comparison and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimal algorithm, we perform a simulation of rule-based control (RB) strategy. Table 5 summarizes the fuel consumption of two control strategies, showing that the fuel economy through ECMS-Fuzz-PI improves by 4.44% and 14.7% compared with RB over the 2 × CHA and 3 × ECE cycles, respectively. 
Performance of Adjusting EF
To demonstrate the performance of the fuzzy PI, the evolution of EF as well as SoC over the 2 × CHA and 3 × ECE cycles are presented in Figures 17 and 18 , respectively.
As it may be observed from Figure 17 , the EF of ECMS-Fuzz-PI is changing with varying SoC over the 2 × CHA cycle, resulting in variation in SoC to impose SoC charge-sustainability. The scope of EF using the fuzzy PI controller involves reacting to these changes of SoC and therefore the fuel consumption is reduced. Specifically, the EF is gradually increased to encourage the use of the engine torque to charge the battery starting from 1200 s to 1700 s and then the EF decreases at about 2000 s when the SoC reaches the reference value. In contrast, the solution is charge-increasing for the reference SoC value when the EF remains constant over the entire driving cycle, resulting in an increase of fuel consumption. Similarly, the effects of adjusting the EF on performance for the 3 × ECE cycle are shown in Figure 18 . The effect on performance is not as strong as for the 2 × CHA cycle because the deviation of SoC is small during the whole cycle. Thus, using the Fuzzy PI controller, the changes in EF are small. In contrast, the solution is charge-increasing using a constant EF. This indicates that the proposed adaptation law can adjust the EF according to variation of the SoC rather than remaining constant over the entire cycle. In conclusion, the proposed adaptation law using Fuzzy PI achieves Figure 18 . The effect on performance is not as strong as for the 2 × CHA cycle because the deviation of SoC is small during the whole cycle. Thus, using the Fuzzy PI controller, the changes in EF are small. In contrast, the solution is charge-increasing using a constant EF. This indicates that the proposed adaptation law can adjust the EF according to variation of the SoC rather than remaining constant over the entire cycle. In conclusion, the proposed adaptation law using Fuzzy PI achieves better performance in terms of fuel economy and charge-sustainability. To further evaluate the advantage of ECMS compared to RB, the engine operation point for two control strategies for a 2 × CHA cycle are shown in Figures 19 and 20 . It can be seen from Figures 19 and 20 that most engine operating points are concentrated in the lower fuel consumption region for ECMS while part of that is located beyond the lowest fuel consumption region for RB. This is because the power is distributed by minimizing the instantaneous fuel consumption for ECMS to ensure the engine is operating in its lowest fuel consumption region, but the RB cannot guarantee optimality at each time step. Similarly, the effects of adjusting the EF on performance for the 3 × ECE cycle are shown in Figure 18 . The effect on performance is not as strong as for the 2 × CHA cycle because the deviation of SoC is small during the whole cycle. Thus, using the Fuzzy PI controller, the changes in EF are small. In contrast, the solution is charge-increasing using a constant EF. This indicates that the proposed adaptation law can adjust the EF according to variation of the SoC rather than remaining constant over the entire cycle. In conclusion, the proposed adaptation law using Fuzzy PI achieves better performance in terms of fuel economy and charge-sustainability.
To further evaluate the advantage of ECMS compared to RB, the engine operation point for two control strategies for a 2 × CHA cycle are shown in Figures 19 and 20 . It can be seen from Figures 19 and 20 that most engine operating points are concentrated in the lower fuel consumption region for ECMS while part of that is located beyond the lowest fuel consumption region for RB. This is because the power is distributed by minimizing the instantaneous fuel consumption for ECMS to ensure the engine is operating in its lowest fuel consumption region, but the RB cannot guarantee optimality at each time step.
Figures 21 and 22 present the motor operation point for ECMS and for the rule-based control strategy, respectively. It may be observed that most of the motor operation points are concentrated in higher efficiency region for ECMS; however, fewer points are located in that region for the RB. This also confirms that ECMS would be capable of providing better fuel economy than RB due to its optimality. The red and pink circles represent the motor operation points in Figures 21 and 22 . Figures 21 and 22 present the motor operation point for ECMS and for the rule-based control strategy, respectively. It may be observed that most of the motor operation points are concentrated in higher efficiency region for ECMS; however, fewer points are located in that region for the RB. This also confirms that ECMS would be capable of providing better fuel economy than RB due to its optimality. The red and pink circles represent the motor operation points in Figures 21 and 22 . Figures 21 and 22 present the motor operation point for ECMS and for the rule-based control strategy, respectively. It may be observed that most of the motor operation points are concentrated in higher efficiency region for ECMS; however, fewer points are located in that region for the RB. This also confirms that ECMS would be capable of providing better fuel economy than RB due to its optimality. The red and pink circles represent the motor operation points in Figures 21 and 22 . 
Robustness to Driving Cycles
To further evaluate the robustness of the proposed Fuzzy PI adaptation law, simulations are conducted using the optimal EF applied in ECMS by adding variation to the driving cycle. In this paper, two kinds of noise signal are considered, as shown in Figures 23 and 24 . The comparison of fuel consumption along with final SoC over the 2 × CHA cycle is shown in Figure 25 . We compare the performance of the approximate optimal EF applied in ECMS (ECMS-con) and the Fuzzy-PI adaptation law in ECMS (ECMS-Fuzzy-PI).
As shown in Figure 25 , the deviation between the final SoC and the reference value is almost the same when no noise signal is added to the driving cycle, reaching 0.0015 and 0.0017 for ECMS-con and ECMS-Fuzzy-PI, respectively. Both ECMS-con and ECMS can achieve better performance in 
To further evaluate the robustness of the proposed Fuzzy PI adaptation law, simulations are conducted using the optimal EF applied in ECMS by adding variation to the driving cycle. In this paper, two kinds of noise signal are considered, as shown in Figures 23 and 24 . The comparison of Figure 25 . We compare the performance of the approximate optimal EF applied in ECMS (ECMS-con) and the Fuzzy-PI adaptation law in ECMS (ECMS-Fuzzy-PI).
and ECMS-Fuzzy-PI, respectively. Both ECMS-con and ECMS can achieve better performance in terms of fuel economy and charge-sustainability. In contrast, the SoC deviation of ECMS-con increases, with values of 0.0059 and 0.0052 for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively, when variations are added to the driving cycle. However, the final SoC can be better guaranteed with ECMS-Fuzzy-PI, resulting in smaller SoC deviation. On the other hand, the fuel consumption of ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is slightly higher than that with ECMS-con, with values of 3.126 km/L and 3.0855 km/L for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively. These results verify that the final SoC using ECMS-con cannot better converge to the reference value due to the variation of driving cycle and the ECMS-Fuzzy-PI controller provides a better performance in terms of charge-sustainability and fuel economy. In conclusion, ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is more robust than ECMS-con and it better adapts to the driving cycle. The proposed energy management system is more feasible for real-time control than ECMS with constant EF. To better demonstrate the adjustability of the proposed Fuzzy PI adaptation law, simulation of the PI controller and the Fuzzy PI controller applied in ECMS to adjust the EF are also conducted. The comparison of the final SoC as well as the fuel consumption over a 2 × CHA cycle is shown in Figure 26 . Note the parameter of PI ( = 5, = 0.05) remains the same for the three cases.
As can be seen from Figure 26 , the solution of ECMS-PI is charge-increasing and SoC deviation is 0.0086 when no noise is added to the driving cycle, but the SoC deviation is only 0.0023 using ECMS-Fuzzy-PI. On the other hand, the fuel consumption is lower than one with ECMS-PI. In addition, SoC deviations using ECMS-Fuzzy-PI, which are only 0.0019 and 0.0043 for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively, are smaller than those with ECMS-con, (0.0051 and 0.0057 for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively). Similarly, the fuel economy is better compared to ECMS-PI, though the noise signal is added to driving cycle. This demonstrates that ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is more robust than ECMS-PI and it can better guarantee the final constraint of SoC even though velocity noise is added to driving cycle. Moreover, the ECMS-Fuzzy-PI controller can effectively adjust the parameters of the PI adaptation law applied in ECMS. In conclusion, ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is capable of imposing the SoC chargesustaining condition and improving the fuel economy, even if variations are added to driving cycle. To better demonstrate the adjustability of the proposed Fuzzy PI adaptation law, simulation of the PI controller and the Fuzzy PI controller applied in ECMS to adjust the EF are also conducted. The comparison of the final SoC as well as the fuel consumption over a 2 × CHA cycle is shown in Figure 26 . Note the parameter of PI ( = 5, = 0.05) remains the same for the three cases.
As can be seen from Figure 26 , the solution of ECMS-PI is charge-increasing and SoC deviation is 0.0086 when no noise is added to the driving cycle, but the SoC deviation is only 0.0023 using ECMS-Fuzzy-PI. On the other hand, the fuel consumption is lower than one with ECMS-PI. In addition, SoC deviations using ECMS-Fuzzy-PI, which are only 0.0019 and 0.0043 for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively, are smaller than those with ECMS-con, (0.0051 and 0.0057 for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively). Similarly, the fuel economy is better compared to ECMS-PI, though the noise signal is added to driving cycle. This demonstrates that ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is more robust than ECMS-PI and it can better guarantee the final constraint of SoC even though velocity noise is added to driving cycle. Moreover, the ECMS-Fuzzy-PI controller can effectively adjust the parameters of the PI adaptation law applied in ECMS. In conclusion, ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is capable of imposing the SoC chargesustaining condition and improving the fuel economy, even if variations are added to driving cycle. As shown in Figure 25 , the deviation between the final SoC and the reference value is almost the same when no noise signal is added to the driving cycle, reaching 0.0015 and 0.0017 for ECMS-con and ECMS-Fuzzy-PI, respectively. Both ECMS-con and ECMS can achieve better performance in terms of fuel economy and charge-sustainability. In contrast, the SoC deviation of ECMS-con increases, with values of 0.0059 and 0.0052 for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively, when variations are added to the driving cycle. However, the final SoC can be better guaranteed with ECMS-Fuzzy-PI, resulting in smaller SoC deviation. On the other hand, the fuel consumption of ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is slightly higher than that with ECMS-con, with values of 3.126 km/L and 3.0855 km/L for Noise1 and Noise2, respectively. These results verify that the final SoC using ECMS-con cannot better converge to the reference value due to the variation of driving cycle and the ECMS-Fuzzy-PI controller provides a better performance in terms of charge-sustainability and fuel economy. In conclusion, ECMS-Fuzzy-PI is more robust than ECMS-con and it better adapts to the driving cycle. The proposed energy management system is more feasible for real-time control than ECMS with constant EF.
To better demonstrate the adjustability of the proposed Fuzzy PI adaptation law, simulation of the PI controller and the Fuzzy PI controller applied in ECMS to adjust the EF are also conducted. The comparison of the final SoC as well as the fuel consumption over a 2 × CHA cycle is shown in Figure 26 . Note the parameter of PI (K p0 = 5, K i0 = 0.05) remains the same for the three cases. 
Conclusions
A new energy management system for parallel hybrid electric vehicles is proposed based on the Fuzzy PI adaptation law of equivalent factor (EF) used by ECMS. The adaptation law of EF is derived by analyzing the relationship between ECMS and PMP. Simulations are performed over two driving cycles to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed energy management system. Results show that the new adaptation law based on Fuzzy PI controller can provide a better adjustability and is more robust than ECMS with constant EF due to the variation of the driving cycle as well as EF. The proposed control strategy can provide a better performance to adjust EF, especially when the optimal EF is not selected. Moreover, ECMS with Fuzzy PI gives better adjustability for the parameters of the PI adaptation law to impose SoC charge-sustainability and improve fuel economy. In addition, the proposed control strategy is more feasible for real-time control compared to the ECMS with constant EF. The proposed energy management system can also achieve better fuel economy, which is improved by 4.44% and 14.7% compared with the rule-based control strategy in china city bus cycles and ECE, respectively. This study can provide a better understanding of the adaptive ECMS.
The optimization of membership function will be conducted in the future work.
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